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A Bradley Enclosed Safety Shower is a portable investment toward workplace safety. The storage and preservation guide consists 
of instructions and warnings to help care for the new enclosed safety shower. Read the guide thoroughly, contact Bradley 
Corporation technical services directly should there be additional questions.

The Storage and Preservation Guide addresses the storage and preservation of enclosures prior to the initial installation, and 
only applies to Bradley Enclosed Safety Showers.

CAUTION:  Note center of gravity marking on the exterior of the crate. Use caution when transporting and use 
proper lifting techniques.

Warning!
DO NOT stack product.

DO NOT use bleach or any corrosive material to clean the components inside the enclosure. Bradley recommends 
using mild detergent.

DO NOT transport the S19374 or the S19384 with water in the tank (if repositioning the unit).

Piping within the enclosure contains approximately 4 liters (1.06 gallons) of RV anti-freeze inside the system to 
prevent freezing. Flush the system for a minimum of 30 minutes to ensure antifreeze has been completely eliminated 
from the system.

Indoor and Outdoor Enclosed 
Safety Shower Storage and 
Preservation Guide 

Base Model No. Description Approx. Crated  Weight (lbs.) Crated Dimensions

S19372 Indoor – Tepid Water Inlet – Hot Water Tank 700 72"L x 96"W x 120"H

S19374 Indoor – Hot Water Tank 1,925 72"L x 138"W x 120"H

S19376 Indoor – Self Contained Water Tank 1,925 72"L x 144"W x 120"H

S19378 Indoor – Electric Tankless Water Heater 2,200 72"L x 138"W x 120"H

S19382 Outdoor – Tepid Water Inlet 800 72"L x 96"W x 120"H

S19384 Outdoor – Hot Water Tank 2,525 72"L x 138"W x 120"H

S19386 Outdoor – Self Contained Water Tank 2,525 72"L x 144"W x 120"H

S19388 Outdoor – Electric Tankless Water Heater 2,800 72"L x 138"W x 120"H

Water ports and exterior drain are plugged to prevent entrance of debris, animals or other foreign material. Swinging doors 
are secured shut with a cable tie to prevent unauthorized entrants or animals from damaging the interior components of the 
shower.

Instructions
• Interior and exterior of enclosure can be washed using a hose with a soft brush on a low pressure setting.
• Product must be stored in an upright position. Note arrows on the exterior of the packing crate.
• Store the enclosure in a secure and temperature controlled environment.
• Make sure the eyewash or eye/face wash dust covers are covering the spray head nozzles.
• Locate the shower on a cement resting pad that is at least 6" larger in its overall dimension than the perimeter of the 

enclosure. See Bradley’s preconstruction guide for manufacturer recommended dimensions.




